The backflow region length in sudden-reduction oil tube is not only closely related with its energy loss, but also is closely related with the partition between orifice plate and plug. In this paper, the characteristics of backflow region length in sudden-reduction oil tube are researched. The results illustrate that backflow region length decreases with the increase of the contraction ratio; when Reynolds number is more than 105, Reynolds number have little impacts on backflow region length. Empirical expression about backflow region length in sudden-reduction oil tube is also put forward in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
Sudden enlargement and sudden reduction flows have been applied widely in fluid measurement. In recent years, with the development of techniques, sudden enlargement and sudden reduction forms pipes were used to dissipate energy in tunnel [1] . As early as 1960's last century, a plug dissipater, as a kind of energy dissipater with sudden reduction and sudden enlargement forms, was used in the flood discharge tunnel of the Mica dam in Canada, and gains energy dissipation ratio of over 50% [2] . In 2000, a threestage sharp-edged orifice plate, similar to orifice plate in energy dissipation mechanism, was applied in the Xiaolangdi Projects in china, gets the energy dissipation ratio of about 44% [3] [4] [5] .
The flow through sudden-reduction oil tube is shown in Fig. (1) . There exists the backflow region after the suddenreduction oil tube. Many researches on sudden reduction tube flow were conducted, but the interesting areas have been focused on the effects of the geometric parameters on energy loss coefficient [6] [7] [8] . Wang and Yue [9] presented an approximate method to calculate the local resistance coefficients of both sudden reduction and sudden enlargement by means of the physical model experiments, and they [8, 9] deemed that that the energy losses of both sudden reduction flows and sudden enlargement flows increased with the decrease of the contraction ratio (d/D is the contraction ratio, shown in Fig. (1) ). As a matter of fact, the backflow region length defined L b in Fig. (1) , is not only the original region of the energy dissipation [10, 11] , but also is the crucial factor which affects the distinguishing between plug and orifice plate, so it is import to study the characteristics of sudden reduction tube flow. The purposes of the present work, therefore, are to investigate the effects of the geometric and hydraulic parameters on the backflow region length; and to present an empirical expression of the sudden reduction oil tube backflow region length by means of the numerical simulations. 
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS MODEL
The RNG k～ε model was used to calculate the hydraulic parameters of the oil flow through sudden enlargement tube and sudden reduction tube, due to its suitability for simulating. For the steady and incompressible flows, the governing equations of this model can be written as:
Continuity equation [12, 13] :
Momentum equation:
where xi (= x, y) are the coordinates in longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively;ui=(=ux,uy) are theve locity components in x and y directions, respectively; ρ is the density of oil; p is the pressure; ν is the kinematic viscosity; νt is the eddy viscosity and can be given by νt = Cµ(k2/ε), in which k is the turbulence kinetic energy, ε is the dissipation rate of k and Cµ = 0.085. The other parameters are:
=1.68 and α k = α ε = 1.39.
The calculation boundary conditions are treated as follows: in the inflow boundary the turbulent kinetic energy k in and the turbulent dissipation rate ε in can be defined as respectively [12, 13] :
where u in is the average velocity in the inflow boundary. In the outflow boundary the oil flow is considered as developed fully. The wall boundary is controlled by the wall functions. And the symmetric boundary condition is adopted, that is, the radial velocity on symmetry axis is zero.
Because the sudden reduction tube have axial symmetry characteristics, three dimensional numerical simulations of oil flows can be simplified as two dimensional numerical simulations of tube flows. The 3-D coordinate axis of sudden reduction tube is shown in Fig. (2) . In this paper, flows' characteristics of plane XZ are researched; the characteristics of oil flows in plane XZ can represent the whole tube oil flows characteristics. 
ANALYSES

Numerical Simulation Results
The simulation results are shown in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. lb in Tables 1 and 2 is relative backflow region length. Re in Tables 1 and 2 is Reynolds number. Table 2 
